Sails and Oars

February 21

From the Head Teacher
Dear Parents, Carers, and Students,
I am delighted to introduce the latest and also first edition in
2021, of our monthly Sails and Oars publication.
In this latest edition, we again have updates from a range of
different Subject departments showcasing just some of the
events and activities which have been taking place since the
start of the year, as well as looking forward in some cases, to
opportunities for students to engage with ahead.

peers and therefore, disadvantage themselves prior to our
hopeful soon return. As parents and carers, we greatly
appreciate your ongoing support with this, and are thankful
for your efforts in helping to support and organise your child
to work at home for several hours each day, and to help them
organise and keep on top of the important tasks that have
been set for them each week.

Finally, even in the face of a new national lockdown and a
national picture which remains uncertain in terms of COVID,
there is hope this term that the vaccine roll-out may enable us
Unfortunately, as you will be aware, despite my notes of hope to resume a much more normal way of life and will hopefully
remove much of the current concern, anxiety and frustration
and aspiration in my last introduction to Sails and Oars, just
before the Christmas break, where I’d wished for a calmer and which we all have. In school, whilst we are now forced to
continue with the temporary cessation of physical face to face
easier period ahead for us all in 2021, this New Year has not
teaching and learning for our students, little has changed in
started in easy fashion at all, with new national lockdown
terms of our determination to provide the very best
measures reintroduced, including school closures to most
students. Whilst understandable and necessary with the rising educational opportunities for our students, even if on a
remote basis in the short term. We will, with our student’s
number of COVID cases, to protect the health of us all and
commitment, and your support as parents and carers,
others, this new lockdown and disruption to schooling has
endeavour to support your child as best we can during this
been a further frustration to us all.
further difficult period. I am confident however, that with
Once again, we have all had to very quickly adjust to the
determination and resolve, that we will once again come
challenges in front of us and get on. Our incredible students
through this period and be able to again move forward as one
have, without delay, been expected again, to take on the
in school.
additional responsibility of organising themselves to do their
school work from home upon a daily basis during the week, to This edition, of Sails and Oars, aptly reinforces again,
access their Firefly task page and to gradually work through all particularly in the face of the frustrations of further and
continued national lockdown, just how incredibly talented,
of the tasks set for them by their teachers.
committed and dedicated so many of our students and staff
Additionally, in a new and innovate venture aimed at
are, who refuse to be deterred by events happening around
supporting and enhancing learning from home, our students, them, and endeavour to succeed and achieve!
and we, as school staff, have also had to very quickly embrace
I hope you enjoy reading this latest edition of Sails and Oars,
new ways of working via the introduction of daily ‘live’
lessons. This has been a huge learning curve and challenge for and of learning more about what has been going on in and
around our school community over recent weeks, as well as
everyone, but it has undoubtedly once again, if anything,
proven just how amazing our school community is at adapting what future opportunities there may be in store during the
and rising to any challenge put before us. Having witnessed it coming weeks and months upon our return.
at first hand, as well as having received additional feedback
Best wishes and keep safe.
from so many of our staff, students and parents/carers, it is
clear that already our new ‘live’ lesson activities are having a
Best wishes
very beneficial additional impact upon our remote learning
work. I am very pleased and proud of the efforts made by so
many of you thus far, in adapting to these new challenges.
Obviously in these difficult circumstances of national
lockdown and temporary school closures, it is essential that
Mr I. R. Irwin
Headteacher
each child continues to do their utmost to take active
responsibility in maintaining their education and to complete
to the best standard possible, all of the relevant work set for
them in either, their remote Firefly based tasks or during the
‘live’ lesson activity, in order that they do not fall behind their

We’ve had such fantastic pieces of work
DRAMA from our students already! KS3 students
have been constructing Model Set
boxes, from whatever they could find at home; junk,
recycling, toys, packaging – the list is endless! Years 7
and 8 have been creating pantomime sets and Year 9
have been doing a set for the play Blood Brothers.
We are overwhelmed with the inventiveness that
students have shown. We’ve had bran-flake roofs,
biscuit houses, real life cats, broccoli trees amongst

cereal boxes, parts of discarded Christmas trees and
cotton wool. In the Drama Department we always think
that “Creativity is Intelligence having Fun” (Einstein) and
that there are no limits to playfulness and
resourcefulness. We are looking forward to the rest of
the pictures coming in; hopefully these will inspire you
and challenge you to be inventive!
Here are a few fantastic Year 7 and 8 Pantomime Set
pieces we’d like to share:

And on the right, a Year 9 example
of the Blood Brothers street scene
set to inspire us all: Rhys M – well
done! We can see here a set with
painted flats upstage to show the
rich and poor locations in the play, a
splendid background of Liverpool,
where the play is set, a washing line
to show the way the poor people’s
lives were lived in public and Mickey
and Eddie, the two main characters.
It just goes to show what you can do
with some cardboard and felt tip
pens. Superb!
Well done to all, keep them coming!

FREE ONLINE THEATRE – LIMITED TIME PERIOD!

GCSE Update

National Theatre

Our Year 10s and 11s have made a great
start to the new system of live lessons and
Firefly tasks around the topics of
monologues, design and live theatre. The
next issue will update you with their work
and achievements!

https://www.dramaonlinelibrary.com/login?recentUrl=/
national-theatre-collection

Username: 5Jc,7Rn&
Password: 2Xt,7Bo(Please don’t share outside our school community!)

WHATS-ON-STAGE
This page is updated daily: has performances from Tangled the
Musical, to Shakespeare, and many interesting shows in between! Worth a look.
https://www.whatsonstage.com/london-theatre/news/stage-showsmusicals-opera-free-stream-online_51198.html

A quick shout out to the following Y10s for
fantastic organization and always meeting
Firefly deadlines: Sam P, Izzabel T,
Matthew H and Betsty W. Year 11s working
independently and meeting all deadlines
are: Oliver J, Mia McD and Charlotte T.
Well done all! We saw in the last lockdown
that completing all tasks in a timely way
increases your progress at GCSE! Keep the
work coming everyone.

Food and nutrition
So back to remote lesson and home cooking again and wow the
students been really busy with their work. I have been so impressed
with the standard of work coming in from all students. I have tried to
continue with the curriculum as if we had been in school. I have started
to create some basic videos of the dishes the student will make in the
rotation at KS3. These videos are YouTube, “Cooking with Mrs Gardler”
Be kind please I have a really tiny kitchen at home.
I have attached range of culinary delights that the students have been making whilst stuck at home. I realise that
not all students are in a position to cook at home so there is always a theory based activity for those students to
complete and submit so that they can access reward points also.
Year 7 have been learning knife skills and have produced two dishes so far : fruit salad and
fruit crumble. Chefs of the week for the fruit salad were: Callum W and Tristan W. Well done
boys, as you can see I got a few pictures of the students enjoying their hard work too. There
were a lot more fantastic dishes submitted but we would need a newsletter of our own for
all of them.

Fruit Crumbles
Chefs of the week for these were
Connie U and Arthur T. There were
some absolutely cracking crumbles
being made I was so impressed with
the high standard.

Year 8 made Bolognese sauce and sausage goulash working
on their knife skills and their temperature control using the
hob. The students did not disappoint with their results as
you can see. The chef of the week for these dishes are:
Niamh H 8X for the spaghetti Bolognese, however I was
impressed with Jaen as he not only made the Bolognese
separately to the meat, he added a wide range of
seasonings into the sauce too. The chef of the week for the
sausage goulash was Robson K 8X half and Ted G in 8y half

In Year 9 students have been making
Scotch pancakes and stuffed chicken
breast with potato wedges. The students
have been focusing on temperature control, using high risk foods safely, avoiding
cross contamination and safe storage of
foods and cooking of high risk foods.
Chef of the week were, Leon H for the
Scotch pancakes from 9X half and the
chef of the week for the chicken meal
was Macey H from 9 X half and Ben L
from 9Y half. So impressed with some
of the cooking skills.
Not all students are in a situation to be able to cook so there is also a nonpractical piece of work for the students to complete instead the students
who have done this have receive reward points so that they do not miss
out due to the circumstances we find ourselves in.
Year 9 Catering have also been working well, we have had some live
lessons where I have outlined what we will be doing and at present we
are looking at cooking methods and how they impact on the flavour,
appearance, texture and nutritional value of foods. The first practical we looked at was chicken
chow mein, the second is looking at boiling, making soup and soft and hard boiling eggs. The
work is still coming in for the boiling methods so would be unfair to do Chef of the Week for
this yet.
lessons and I am also setting practical work
Year 10 Hospitality and Catering
for the students to complete building on
are now completing written work
skills already learnt in the class room. The
on The Hospitality and Catering
first practical was to take a basic recipe of
Industry. They are learning about
meatballs with pesto mash and change
the different types of
some of the flavours or ingredients. The
establishments and hospitality
idea behind this is that the students can become more
facilities available under the huge umbrella. This is an
confident in adjusting and modifying recipes, which is
area that will feature on their end of year exam in year
again will feed into their final practical assessment in
11 so a very vital part of study. We are having live
year 11. Chef of the week was Kaan T.
The second practical was a bit more challenging: Eggs Benedict. Poached eggs with a home -made Hollandaise
sauce. This sauce is notoriously difficult. Chef of the week was Sarah W. I was so impressed with
the work that was produced again, not everyone managed the sauce but the poached eggs
looked fantastic.

I have also started to do some videos of the dishes that I am setting for KS3 rotation subjects on YouTube. They are
designed to be used in conjunction with the written work that goes along with the practical lessons. You will find
them at: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQF9N0K8qo2VnFKumLaQU-g
It is called “ Cooking with Mrs Gardler”

English
Year 11 Creative Writing January 2021
Miss Holt’s Year 11 students were given
the starting line of They were strange
times, but they made me stronger….

“They were strange times, but they
made me stronger. The smell of
burning and flames of weapons as I
woke was unparalleled to the usual
smell of coffee. The unmistakable
sound of destruction outside my
front window was incomparable to
the usual birdsong. These strange
times went on and on. So much that
we almost started to accept that
they could no longer be described
as ‘strange,’ but rather as normality.
As time went on, we began to
accept what we thought to be
considered unacceptable. However,
in the very last moment, when the
remaining pieces of hope were
beginning to leave us stranded, the
strange times paused. No one could
believe it, but the inviting feel of
clean, fresh air bouncing off of our
skin made us think twice. We
revelled in the sight of people; we
were all feeling a bit lighter as the
weight of fear abandoned us and
was replaced with the lightness of
pure joy.”
Maddie B

“They were strange times, but they made me stronger. They were times of
self-doubt, but they made me come out a better person. There were
feelings of loneliness, but they made me the person I am today. As we
grow, we pick up more and more skills that prepare us to survive in the
chaos and havoc of the world we live in today. We are taught how to fend
for ourselves, how to read and write and even first aid. But nothing could
have prepared us for the physical and mental challenges we were faced
with during the global pandemic of the coronavirus that started back in
2019. Almost 40 years ago, the coronavirus crept upon us forcing us all into
our houses. Starting in China, it soon infested the whole nation until before
you knew it, we were in national lockdown. Trapped, confined and stuck
behind the same 4 walls in an attempt to escape the deadly virus, the fear
of going outside and not only infecting yourself but your loved ones,
possibly more vulnerable than yourself, turning us into selfish, cold hearted
killers for simply stepping outside. This destructive virus had us all captive
and it had consumed each and every one of us, we had no choice but sit
back and watch as it pounced on its prey.
…40 years later, I have a very different outlook on the coronavirus. I am
more than grateful for the opportunities it offered me. It made me
appreciate what I had, it brought me and my friends so much closer through
a time of despair and it gave me a break from reality to work on myself. Yes,
I wasn’t able to go out and meet people and have social interactions, but it
gave me precious time to understand myself, deal with whatever I was
ignoring and made me realise that running from my problems is a race that I
could never win. It gave me time to learn new skills that I wouldn’t have
previously given myself the time to do. To this day, I still carry the lessons I
learnt during lockdown around with me and they impact me every day. I
now take great pride in telling my grandchildren stories about life during
coronavirus, which they now learn about in school. I love telling them all
about the lessons it taught and the things I took from it.”
Macy G

“They were strange times. But they made me stronger. Heavy snow clung to branches of the foliage; the trees
carefully embroidered with white, like a landscape stitched by some celestial being, angels up in heaven tirelessly
dedicated to their needlework. After many years, it felt surreal.
I don’t know why, but today felt right. Times were changing and something called me here. I hadn’t come to this
place since I was young. Sometimes I get hazy flashbacks of summer here. The sultry summer air which hung
comfortingly and engulfed everything, rolling off leaves and skimming over the lake. I would sit with her, my
dearest mother as she sewed and sewed. Blissfully unaware that I was slowly losing her as the sun set. I breathed
in the sky, full of the softest hues of pinks and oranges, as the sun and the moon clutched together in a desperate
embrace of passion, waltzing the sun to rest. She went out less and less as the summer continued, her hands
became shaky and cold until she was unable to do what she loved most, until it was just me in this sacred place,
watching the freedom of summer turn into the bleak, miserable winter.
The night she died, there was no sunset. The sun retired as quickly as he had awoken. The sun and the moon were
withdrawn, empty lovers. Distant and cold. She left me two things: a thimble and her unfinished embroidery.
Now, as I sat amongst the snow-covered bushes and trees, across from the lake which had completely iced over, I
pulled out the unfinished piece, the needle still stuck in it, like she had left it, frozen in time. Pink and orange
thread in delicate patterns and occasionally white thread forming a distant cloud. A summer sunset. I smiled as I
took the needle out and began finishing what she had started.”
Yasmin H

“2020 was a year that many want to forget. There were
a lot of lows which felt like a nightmare that would
never end, but there were also highs, higher than
Mount Everest, that people forget about. These highs
make 2020 a year I want to remember for the rest of my
life. We started 2020 knowing about coronavirus but no
one paid much attention to it. Then, out of nowhere, life
began to change…Even though all these things have
occurred, it made the world and me a stronger place/
person.
People say that our generation is the “lost generation”
whose lives will forever fall in the shadow of a global
pandemic. I am determined to say that my generation is
a generation that shouldn't think about the negatives,
but really should sit back and see how unusual and
possibly exciting life is. We should not be flooded by
negativity. The excitement can come from turning the
demons into your best friends and appreciating what
you have, instead of being all “what if” or “imagine life
without covid” or any other negative way of viewing life
as it is now. Making friends with your demons and
making things positive can help fuel your life into
success instead of worry and failure. As long as I made a
plan and stuck to it as much as I could, I was able to use
the evil to deliver the best I could every day. This made
me stronger because it made me realise that, no matter
what obstacle life throws at me, I can always grab it and
use it to help me succeed in life. Burning negative fuel
makes people unite and begin to appreciate others
more.

The strange times we went through made me mentally
stronger because it made me take a step back and
realise how fantastic my life is, and that you should
never take things in life for granted no matter how small
it maybe. Things like my parents simply driving me
everywhere and anywhere or being able to go to school.
The list could go on, but I realised that taking things for
granted and not really thinking about them can make
people just think of themselves and not think of others
and their needs. This made me stronger as a person.
Life wasn’t always about being positive and getting
through lockdown without a permanent wound on my
mind that would never be fixed. There were times of
failure and mistakes. Mistakes are good, only if you
learn something from them which can better you as a
person. Failure isn't a mistake; it’s letting the mistake
take over you as a person and defines what life you can
lead. I have made thousands of mistakes, but learning
from them can be a critical tool in doing well in life. In
lockdown, there were days when I was getting a bit
frustrated by what work we had to do. So, I took a step
back and realised that not everything had to be done
straight away and that taking breaks was a crucial part
of being able to be successful and being able to get
through what is needed of me without being flustered.
That’s where I realised that resilience was the key to
being able to thrive in any environment. This made me
stronger because, if I could battle my way through this
situation, then I could fight through a vast majority of
other situations.”
Josh M

In y8 students have been studying rhetoric
and how it is used in public speaking. One of
their recent tasks was to make notes on the
use of language in a speech. Outstanding
work by Gwen F in 8Y1.

German
It’s been fantastic to see so many of you in our online classroom and we promise our jokes will get better! Don’t
forget that the live lessons are only half of your lockdown.

Remote Learning Stars
8

Year 7
All of year 7 who worked
so hard during their second live lesson that they
broke the internet!

Zander B
Harvey C
Jack M
Sam H
Erin-Lily T
Mathilda W-O
Emily W

9
Ruby S
Harry H
Sophie Mc
Oscar H
Grace W
Kal A
Louise B

In case you need a reminder not to use Google Translate.
You know that we can tell, right?

10

11

Tom H
Adam J
Camesha H
Paisley
Polly J
Leah Mc

Sully A
Ibrahim K-A
Luke T
Kian W
Izzy C
Lucy M
Sophia S
Erin Mc
Hannah M

Express Yourself in Lockdown
The impact of Covid-19 has meant that many
pupils have had fewer opportunities to speak
the languages they are learning. Therefore,
the Association for Language Learning and
the British Council have combined forces to
create an exciting event called “Express Yourself in Lockdown”. This is an opportunity for
to showcase pupils’ enjoyment of a language
they are learning or that is normally used in
their home community (except for English).
Pupils can prepare:

We can’t travel but
we can dream (and
use technology).
Check out some breathtaking sights in Germany
with Deutsche Welle’s
Daily Drone. Every day, you can visit a different location
through the eye of their drone camera. https://
www.dw.com/en/dailydrone/t-19510670



a short poem in the language they are
learning (written by themselves or by
another author)



a short presentation on any theme e.g.
climate change, equality, why I love
languages



a short sketch



a short dialogue

This can be a solo or joint performance
lasting no longer that 90 seconds and should
be recorded in landscape mode. Pupils will
record their performance but should use
either PowerPoint slides/Bitmoji/other pictures or videos and not include their own
faces.
Entries to
c.robinson@stockport.stockport.sch.uk before Friday 19th February.

French
We have been really impressed at the attendance and
work of students attending lessons on Teams so far.
Year 7-10 might find they don’t have their usual class
teacher as we are teaching in groups for live lessons,
however please feel free to contact your usual teacher
if you need it.
Remember to complete your Firefly tasks as well as
coming to the lesson, and to complete everything
you’ve been asked for.
Please contact your teacher if you have any problems
or questions!
We are keeping going with Memrise during remote
learning. Please speak to your teacher if you are
having problems with Memrise. They will still be
checking Memrise every week and giving house
points for those completing it.
Year 7 have started a new topic about free time
activities. They have learned a range of opinion
phrases and are starting to learn how to talk about
the future.

to describe where we live and are going to be working
on negative structures.
Year 10 are working on the GCSE topic of holidays.
Year 11 are working with their individual class teacher
on the final GCSE topic, or revision, or exam feedback.

French stars
7

8

Ethan A
Ethan B
Archie C
Will S
George S
Abi P
Jess G
Dom R

Hannah H
Harrisson
M
Caitlin B
Alexus G
Jake J

Year 8 are learning about festivals and special
occasions in the French speaking world.

9

10

Ellie D Nathan W
Rhys M
Daniel B
Eve O’C Million T
Jamie O Gracie B
Charlie S
Sam P
Dalal A
Gabrielle
E
Maddie H
Jennifer C
Alice K
Ysabel H
Grace J

11
Georgia A
Megan W
Evie O’R
Joshua F
Maddie B
Ollie O’R
Tasnim H
Millie R
Lucy C
Mia L
Yasnim H
Oliver B
Hannah B

Year 9 have started the next module of their GCSE
course about town and local area. We have started

Francophone du mois (French speaker of the month)
Each month we will feature a famous
French-speaking person with a few short
facts about them in French.
Tell or email your French teacher one of
these facts (or another you have found
out) in English to earn a house point!
Léopold Sedhar Senghor


Il est né en 1906 au Sénégal en
Afrique



Il était premier president du Sénégal en 1960



Il était aussi poète. Voici une de ses
poèmes :

This month in French culture...

What happens if you get the piece of cake with a fève
(figurine) in it?

Epiphany (la Fête des Rois) was celebrated on 6th
See the famous French chef Raymond Blanc making a
January. The main feature of this celebration is eating a
Galette des Rois here: https://www.youtube.com/
special cake called a Galette des Rois. Can year 7s
watch?v=ZYzSeCcWAtU&t=77s
remember the traditions around how this is eaten?

PE
PE tasks are a mixture of physical and written tasks, although we would like the majority of time to be spent being
physically active and preferably outside We love seeing our KS3 pupils ( and their families!) being active , so please
keep those photos coming!

History
A massive thank you to all for all your remote learning work and for being so patient with the live lessons. When
staffing allows, we are hoping to go to smaller class sizes, and with consistent good behaviour of all students have
more opportunities for interactions. These are the topics for the rest of the half term

Year 7: Medieval life

Week 4.What was life really like in a Medieval village?
Week 5. The Black death
Week 6 .The Peasant's revolt

Year 8: The British Empire

Week 4. What was Africa like before slavery?
Week 5 What was life on board a slave ship?
Week 6. What was life like on the Plantations for a slave?

Year 9: 1940-present day

Week 4. Army opposition and death of Hitler
Week 5. Why did Japan carry on fighting?
Week 6. Why did America want to stop communism spreading?

Year 10: Elizabeth I: following the Elizabeth spec

Week 4: Reformation and religious settlement
Week 5: Challenges to the Religious settlement
Week 6: The Dutsch Revolt

Year 11: Continuing with revision

Week 4: Elizabeth: Education and leisure
Week 5:Elizabeth: Problem of the Poor
Week 6:Exploration and discovery and Raleigh and Virginia

Big well done to all those fantastic KS3 creativity
projects before Christmas.
Anyone who would still like to make one please do
send a photograph of it to your History teacher.
Well done to the following and we are looking
forward to giving you your gold, silver and bronze
certificates once we are back in school.

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Charlie B
James E

Gwen F

Chloe S
Olivia B

Ruby B
Harry B
Sam M
Isobel C
Imogen G

Aimee H
Layla H
Bethan H
Olivia S

Megan T

Summer B
Jack B
Martha C
Alex L
Jake P

Sophie L,
MaxS-M
Lucas M
Taylor B

Dom R
Isabella R
Kayden
Seeds
Arthur T

Jacob B

Kal A
Maddie R

Holocaust Memorial Day January 27th
History teaches us many things
It teaches us to be kind and respectful
This week is Holocaust memorial week
We will never know the sacrifice and heartbreak that
was made and suffered.
The Holocaust (The Shoah in Hebrew) was the attempt
by the Nazis and their collaborators to murder all the
Jews in Europe. From the time they assumed power in
Germany in 1933, the Nazis used propaganda,
persecution, and legislation to deny human and civil
rights to German Jews. They used centuries of
antisemitism as their foundation.
With the outbreak of World War Two in 1939 Germany
invaded Poland, subjecting around two million Polish
Jews to violence and forced labour. Thousands of Jews
were murdered in the first months of the occupation.
Shortly after the occupation Polish Jews were confined
to particular neighbourhoods that came to be known as
‘ghettos’. Living conditions in these ghettos were
appalling – a deliberate attempt by the Nazis to cause
the deaths of hundreds of thousands of Jews. This
approach was repeated across Eastern Europe in other
countries occupied by the Nazis.
In 1941, the systematic murder of Europe’s Jews began
– a plan known by the Nazis as ‘The Final Solution to the
Jewish Problem’. Death squads called
Einsatzgruppen swept Eastern Europe and the Soviet
Union, killing Jews by firing squad. By the end of 1941
the first extermination camp, Chelmno in Poland, had
been established, giving the Nazis their method to
continue murdering on a giant scale between 1941 and
1945.
By the end of the Holocaust, six million Jewish men,
women and children had been murdered in ghettos,
mass-shootings, in concentration camps and
extermination camps.541545

The theme for Holocaust Memorial Day 2021 is:
“Be the light in the darkness”
We will continue to do our bit for as long as we
can, secure in the knowledge that others will
continue to light a candle long after us.
Gena Turgel MBE, survivor of the Holocaust (1923-2018)
Be the light in the darkness.
It encourages everyone to reflect on the past, but also
the ways individuals and communities resisted that
darkness to ‘be the light’ before, during and after
genocide.
Be the light in the darkness.
This theme asks us to consider different kinds of
‘darkness’, for example, identity-based persecution,
misinformation, denial of justice; and different ways of
ensuring we can all ‘be the light in the darkness’.
The utterly unprecedented times through which we are
living currently are showing the very best of which
humanity is capable.
We must show love, compassion, understanding for
each other.
We can all stand in solidarity.
Holocaust Memorial Day enables us to remember – for
a purpose. It gives us a responsibility to work for a safer,
better, future for everyone. Everyone can step up and
use their talents to tackle prejudice, discrimination and
intolerance wherever we encounter them.
We can choose to “be the light in the darkness”.
Find out more: Holocaust Memorial Day Trust
(hmd.org.uk)COMPAERED

Science
A massive well done and thank you for students getting on to the science live lessons. It has been very impressive
to see the large numbers of students on the live lessons during the first week; some of you having to overcome
various technological difficulties. We are working on sorting out some of these also. Science teachers have all
enjoyed the extra interactivity that Teams offers in a live lesson. For example, using the chat to answer questions
students ask or to get instant feedback from students.
It is important to also acknowledge the tremendous work being done on firefly tasks and Century. Along with the
live lessons, this will help students progress during these challenging times.

Century Stars
Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Year 11

Matteo S

Cameron M

Leah S

Joshua M

Lucy M

Brendan J

Joseph S

Ewan C

Calum D

Ibrahim K

Ted W

Jia X

Olivia B

Claudia H

Kieran T

Maths
Congratulations to the
top performers on
Hegartymaths—well
Done!

7

8

9

10

11

Olivia M

Hollie C

Ewan C

Annie S

Jamie B

Matthew P

Jessica A

Martha C

Emma K

George K

Arthur T

Ben C

Cayden PN

Tyler H

Eloise B

Mason F

Bethany M

Katy H

Maximus T

James G

Bailey D

Melissa M

Beth G

Mia A

Oliver T

Geography
Well done to all students who have been engaging with
tasks so far. We have been impressed with the work
that has been uploaded and the engagement with the
live lessons, please see the names of geography
superstars below. We hope the voice overs on the
firefly tasks have offered extra support along with the
live sessions. Here's an overview of what students have
been studying and a brief outline of what is coming up
over the next few weeks;
Year 7 - Students are
currently researching
extreme environments
around the
world. Looking at both
the human and physical
aspects of the most
amazing places. We
started with the volcanic Hawaiian Islands and Sahara
Desert but we will be moving on to Tropical rainforests,
The Himalayas and San Andreas fault line.
Year 8- Continuing our
development unit, which
we began before
Christmas, students have
been looking at the
incredibly diverse Low
income developing
country of Ethiopia. This work will help students build a
case study with lots of detail on the country which can
then be compared to other places such as Russia and
the UK, which have differing levels of development.
Year 9 - Its fantastic to have the students who have
chosen to study geography at GCSE as this has enabled
us to start the GCSE course with the topic of Sustaining
Ecosystems. This unit looks at the variation of biomes

around the world
helping students to
see global patterns of
a range of places from
the hottest and driest,
hot deserts to the
colder polar
regions. As we
progress through the
unit we will focus in on the tropical rainforest ecosystem
to build a case study on the region.
Year 10 - Having already
started the Sustaining
ecosystems students are
now working hard to build
knowledge of a detailed
ecosystem, Tropical
rainforests. We will
continue this work building
to sustainable use of a
rainforest region called Crocker Range Borneo
Year 11- continuing with the last unit of our GSCE
course, we really have saving the best until last, Plate
tectonics! This is a fantastic physical geography unit
which is a favourite of the geography staff. Building
understanding of the pattern of earthquakes and
volcanoes around the world, due to plate tectonics. We
will build to
developing a case
study on an
earthquake which
occurred in Haiti,
situated in the
Caribbean back in
2010.

Geography stars
Year 7

Brendan J
Poppy S
Evie B
Oliver C
Lyla v
Harry B
Bobby M
Yasemin B
Ruby B
Lola H.W

Josh O
Finley B
Lillie R
Junior F
Fletcher G
Eve R
Macey K
Ethan R
Will S
Sophie H.

Year 8

Lily P
Jacob B
Niamh
Ruby
Ben S
Finley N
Rachel S
Will D
Isobel W
Erin B
Archie C.

Callum H
Mia G
Erin-Lily T
Ben F
Jessica R
Archie L
Isabella P
Jake A
Luca H
Lauren E

Year 9

Maisie J
Jack B
Jamie O
Grace W
James B
Alex K
Evie O S
Nick S
Dalal A
Ysabel H
Sophie McD
Adam W

Year 10

Mia A
Sam P
Georgie E
Harrison B
Stan O
Sabeena P
Joe M
Ava H
Claudia H
James S.

Year 11

Carlos W
Louis N
Jose-May B
Yasmine B
Ted D
Buster B
James G
Katie G
Tasnim H
Beau B
Grace J

Hope B
Joe I
Emily K
Lucy C
Abbie M
Lily Mc
Caitlyn T
Oliver B
Hannah B
Tess B
Yildiz A
Grayson C

SEN
Well done to all students and parents for working so hard during this extremely challenging time.
Keep up the good work!

Motivation and live learning
We are all very aware of the challenges both students and their families face when it comes to learning at home. It
can be very difficult to keep our children motivated in the home environment. Here are some quick tips that may
help you to encourage your child’s learning.
1.

Try to follow your child’s school timetable whenever possible. This creates a set routine like they would have
in school. It also helps the child understand the expectations for time spent on home learning. However, if
your child is getting frustrated or overly anxious, take a break and revisit the topic later in the day. It may be
necessary to add in a few additional breaks as working on a screen constantly can be quite taxing for some
students.

2.

Use a visual checklist, help your child organise their day by writing down what they need to do on that day.
This sets out your expectations for them at the beginning of the day. Marking completed items off the list
may give your child a real sense of achievement.

3.

Wherever possible reduce any distractions during the time you want your child to focus on their schoolwork.
An area which is set aside for learning is helpful. Try to have any resources they will need to hand. They
should have a pen, pencil, ruler, rubber, paper, calculator and any textbooks or exercise books they need.
This avoids any distractions of going to find equipment.

4.

Give your child lots of praise and encouragement. Each time a task is completed give your child immediate
positive feedback.

5.

Take a break. It is so important for mental wellbeing to get your child out into the fresh air for some part of
the day. Go for a walk or any other form of exercise your child enjoys outside.

6.

During live lesson input encourage your child to ask the teacher questions if they are not fully understanding
something. This can be done by using the raise hand feature in teams.

Many of our students
have been working
really hard settling into
their home learning
routines. Sam M Y7
created this amazing
storyboard summarising
the plot of The Tempest

Dean M Y7 has also being putting lots of work into
creating this brilliant Pantomime stage for Drama.
It shows a stage set for Hansel and Gretel.

Remote Learning at Stockport School
What should students be doing?
1.

Students should log on to Firefly and complete tasks set by their teachers (please see pages 4-7 of this
guide - https://www.stockportschool.net/Documents/Parents/
Independent_and_Remote_Learning_Guide.pdf - for how parents and carers can also do this). STUDENTS
SHOULD NOT MARK TASKS AS DONE UNLESS THEY ARE!

2.

Students need to make sure that they can get on to Microsoft Teams for live lessons. They will have two
live lessons each day, and registration in the morning on Mondays and Fridays.

3.

Parents, carers and students should let school know if there are any problems with remote learning. If you
or your child are having any particular problems with logging on to our systems from home, please can you
contact itsupportoffice@stockport.stockport.sch.uk for password and log-on details. Alternatively, please
contact Miss Holt at r.holt@stockport.stockport.sch.uk if you need support with access to technology,
broadband or mobile phone data. If you have already emailed or sent documents, please bear with us as
we are receiving a very high volume of emails and requests. If you have a question about a specific subject,
please email the teacher for that subject on initial.surname@stockport.stockport.sch.uk

Alternative ways of accessing remote learning and ‘live’ lessons
Although a laptop, computer or tablet is the most ideal way to learn remotely, there are some other relatively
easy and accessible ways in which your child can access resources and live lessons from home. These include the
use of an internet-enabled mobile phone, and also home gaming equipment such as an X-Box or PlayStation,
which many of our students have access to. The instructions, below, describe how to use an X-Box or PlayStation
to access live lessons

1.

Identify the PlayStation internet browser icon (WWW with dots around it).

2.

Press the PlayStation logo on the controller.

3.

Go to the library and find options for games and applications.

4.

Go to applications and you will find the internet browser.

5.

Navigate to your online learning platform (Teams) and log in as usual.

1.

Plug a keyboard into the X-Box USB slot.

2.

Go to My games and apps.

3.

Find and select Microsoft Edge.

4.

Navigate to your online learning platform (Teams).

My child is able to use their mobile phone for some of their
learning, but we do not have broadband. How can we get
more data?
O2, EE, Three, Tesco Mobile, Smarty, Sky Mobile and Virgin Mobile
have agreed to lift data limits on pay-as-you-go phones and datalimited pay monthly phones for families without broadband and who
are on a low income. The school can make an application on your
behalf to enable your child’s data limits to be temporarily increased in
order to allow them to access remote learning.

My child is struggling to get
motivated or is feeling
overwhelmed by their work.
What do I tell them and, if I
need support, what do I do?

We also have a very limited number of Vodafone 30GB SIM cards
available in school.

The main reassurance that we wish
to offer is that we do not expect
you to become teachers. Teachers
will keep on teaching; we are just
having to change how that teaching
is delivered, something we focused
our staff training on throughout last
year. Staff remain available to
support students with their
wellbeing and learning. Please
contact your child’s form tutor
initially if you feel that your child
needs any emotional or educational
support. Alternatively, if you
normally have regular contact with
a member of SEN, Pathways or
Pastoral staff, please contact them.
You can contact subject teachers
about specific subjects.

If you would like support with temporarily increasing your child’s
mobile phone data limits, please contact Miss Holt at
r.holt@stockport.stockport.sch.uk telling her, in your email, all of the
essential information listed above, which we need to submit an
application on your behalf.

In the first instance, please reassure
your child that we just want them
to do their best. A good routine will
help them with both their learning
and their health.

For each request, we need to know:


Your child’s name



the name of the mobile phone data account holder (who pays
the bills)



the telephone number of the mobile device (beginning with 07)



the mobile network of that device (for example, EE)



whether you pay ‘monthly’ on contract or via ‘pay-as-you-go’

Remote Learning Heroes
The IT department, who are working under immense pressure to solve all password/login issues and other technical problems. Thank you all!
Students who have been to their live lessons and completed their independent work to the best of their ability
A particular well done needs to go to all the students who have already been given 40+ house points for their
remote and independent learning during lockdown. This might be for attending/ contributing to live lessons
and/ or completing independent work from Firefly in any subject.
Top 3 in Y11: Yasmin H (64), Molly B (60) and Georgie E (59)
Top 3 in Y10: Emily F (67), Sarah W (62) and Chloe J, Tom H, Camesha H and Mia B (61)
Top 3 in Y9: Owen W (60), Alice K (59) and Eve O (58)
Top 3 in Y8: Matthew M (61), Jack B/ Erin-Lily T (60) and Hollie C/ Archie C (59)
Top 3 in Y7: Brendan J (57), Zach M (51) and Charlie B (50)
Top 3 in the school: Emily F (67), Yasmin H (64) and Sarah W (62)

Aryan A Y10 50

Lizzie G Y7 42

Evie O Y9 45

Jennifer C Y9 43

George K Y11 43

Amber S Y7 49

EmilY A Y7 41

Jamie G Y10 46

Amelia O Y7 41

Mike c Y7 40

Emma K Y10 47

Ben S Y8 41

Kieron A Y10 42

Rhys G Y7 45

Jamie O Y9 45

Ewan C Y9 43

Madison K Y9 42

Ilana S Y7 40

Ethan A Y8 43

Ava H Y7 52

Jessica O Y10 53

Martha C Y9 43

Gracie L Y10 51

Erin-Lily T Y8 60

Georgia A Y11 54 Oscar H Y9 41

Abi P Y7 46

Lucy C Y11 54

Benjamin L Y9 43 Kieran T Y11 41

Sully A Y11 50

Yasmin H Y11 64

Jacob P Y10 42

Courtney C Y9 44 Amy Le Y10 53

Maximus T Y10 51

Harry B Y7 44

Harry H Y9 52

Daisy P Y11 47

Isobel C Y7 42

Evie L Y9 41

Izzabel T Y10 49

Finley B Y9 48

Tom H Y10 61

Olivia R Y9 51

Max C Y10 49

Mia L Y11 49

Eleanor T Y8 42

Charlie B Y7 50

Sophie H Y7 48

Maddie R Y9 56

Hollie C Y8 59

Charley L Y10 46

Madison T Y9 41

Maddie B Y11 42

Camesha H Y10
61

Isabel R Y9 44

Jack C Y9 43

Lucy L Y9 40

Arthur T Y7 43

Mia B Y10 61

Eleanor H Y8 46

Jack R Y9 40

Jessica C Y10 60

Summer L-M Y10 Owen T Y7 42
57

Elliot B Y9 43

Tyler H Y10 47

Millie R Y11 43

Izzy C y11 46

Bethany M Y8 45

Siobhan T Y10 48

Gabriel B Y10 44

Ysabel H Y9 40

Phoebe R Y11 46

Archie C Y7 44

Zach M Y7 51

Kaan T Y10 48

Grace B Y8 50

Rowan H Y9 43

Will R Y7 42

Ben C Y8 67

Harry M Y11 46

Lyla V Y7 41

Archie B Y8 48

Calum H Y11 41

Lillie R Y7 42

William D Y8 43

Kayley M Y8 40

Herbie W Y9 44

Ryan B Y10 74

Maddie H Y9 47

Leila S Y7 45

Taylor D Y8 41

Erin M Y11 40

Abi W Y9 52

Louise B Y9 40

Charlotte H Y11
48

Will S Y7 47

Molly D Y11 49

Josh M Y11 46

Owen W Y9 60

Jack B Y8 60

Emma H Y8 47

Ruby S Y10 45

Ted D Y11 41

Lucas M Y7 42

Taio W Y8 44

Joseph B Y10 42

Monique H Y10
49

Nicholas S Y9 47

Georgie E Y11 59

Hannah M Y11 47 Isobel W Y8 50

Yasemin B Y7 43

Noah H Y11 41

Ollie S Y7 43

Maddy E Y11 46

Maryam M Y8 46 Max W Y8 52

Oliver B Y11 45

James H Y11 44

Jack S Y9 46

Gabrielle E Y9 48

Jess M Y9 44

Ellie Wi Y11 58

Hollie B Y7 46

Kiera H Y11 42

Manraj S Y7 49

William E Y7 41

Rhys M Y9 70

Maya W Y10 48

Olivia B Y9 47

Zak H Y10 48

Jayden S Y9 40

Jack F Y11 40

Lucy M Y11 43

Megan W Y10 45

Jack B Y9 47

Brendan J Y7 57

Olivia S Y7 41

Emily F Y10 67

Harrison M Y8 47 Sarah Wilson Y10
62

Molly B Y11 60

Orion J Y11 43

Max S-M Y7 40

Joshua F Y11 41

Matthew M Y8 61 Nathan W Y10 47

Espe C Y9 41

Chloe J Y10 61

Abigail S-B Y9 51

Ben F Y9 49

Lam K N Y11 48

Rebecca W-W Y9
50

Archie C Y8 59

Alice K Y9 59

Harry S Y10 42

Sophie F Y10 70

Richard N Y11 46

Grace W-E Y8 43

Macy G Y11 46

Molly O Y10 49

James G Y11 53

Ruby F Y10 46

Fletcher N Y8 44

Ellie Wr Y11 42

Zoe G Y7 45

Keira-Louise O Y
11 43

Evie O Y11 40

Niamh G Y11 54

Eve O Y9 58

Tristan W Y7 41

Rewards
With the aim of motivating students whilst working at home, school
has introduced a reward scheme to run during the lockdown period. The points earned since 7th January will be calculated each
week, with a message home when students have reached a reward. The Lockdown Achievement Chart is attached to show the
awards that can be earned during this time.
Points earned during lockdown will also be included in the total
achievement points earned since September, ensuring that students
can still earn their overall reward certificates.
Students are doing a fantastic job of showcasing their talents and
creativity as well as producing some excellent school work – keep it
up to earn more rewards!

House Points Week 3
1st

Orange

7041

2nd

Green

7032

3rd

Yellow

6965

4th

Blue

6917

5th

Red

6898

Year 7
Yasemin B

Milly L

Ella T

Edie-May S

Coby-Jay W Bethan H

Amelia O

Aaliyah G

Imogen G

Lilli-Grace R Hollie B

Elsie M

Harley L

Isobel C

Kearan B

James E

Abi P

Layla H

Amber S

Lucas M

Fin TT

Manraj SB

Kayden S

Lilly W

Joseph B

Arwen E

Lily P

Archie C

Ollie S

Isaac B

Sophie H

Mya D

Maia S

Katie S

Jacob C

Logan B

Brendan J

Owen T

Joe G

Mike C

Poppy B

Arthur T

Lizzie G

Lily P

Macey K

Will S

Eve R

Kieran D

Olivia M

Sophie L

Ethan R

Matteo S

Maia F

Megan M

Ava Mai E

Ilana S

Scarlett B

Sorrel H

Tristan W

Matthew P

Alfie F

Maya M

Ryan G

Charlie B

Libby S

William E

Zach M

Alfie K

Thomas G

Bradley L

Olivia S

Alex W

Rhys G

Will R

Aoife T

Toby H

Chloe E

Danielle C

Zoe G

Ryan P

George S

Ellie M

Arthur PW

Harry B

Georgia BK

Lyla V

Izzy R

Charlie N

Daniel M

James T

Emily A

Ethan A

Leila S

Isabelle G

Will SB

Lexi P

Dailen O

Rae PC

Roxanne SS

Ruby B

Ryan F

Sam M

Stuart GS

Year 8
Erin-Lily T

Mathilda
WO

Emma H

Roxy A

Bethany M

Alex B

Taio W

Jasmine I

Rachel S

Jack B

Charlie J

Hollie C

Lewis T

Isobel W

Ellie R

Ben S

Marley G

Zander B

Grace B

Jake T

Archie C

Lucas V

Harrison M

Freddie K

Eleanor H

Nikisha T

Henry T

Matthew M

Jessica R

Eleanor T

Matilda W

Archie B

Lucy F

Fletcher N

Sam H

Taylor D

Ethan A

Lucy H

Summer M Eleanor S

Rosa H

Niamh A

Connie G

Grace WE

Maryam M

Isabella P

Connor J

Zi Nan C

Georgina W William D

Jacob B

Erin B

Gwen F

Kayley M

Katie W

Luca H

Jake J

Year 9
Owen W
Rhys M

Daniel M

Olivia R
Max C

Ewan C

Max W

Rowan H

Martha C

Alex L

Courtney C

Emily G KaanFinley
B
T

Grace J

Marcus K

Freddie E

Elliot B

Maddison
K

GeorgieLeigh W

Alice K

Jack C

Ben F

Jess M

Olivia B

Louise B

Gabrielle E

Lucy L

Niamh L

Harry H

Jack R

Jennifer C

Kal A

Abigail SB

Poppy S

Oscar H

Charlie C

Sky J

Abi W

Katy H

Maddie R

Madison T

Eve O

Aaron M

Maddie H

Isabel L

Ellie D

Louie P

Esme CDL

Jamie O

Beth G

Isabel R

Jack B

Nicholas S

Jayden S

Erik B

Tyler M

Evie O

Cayden PN

Evie L

Rebecca

Ysabel H

Benjamin L

Lola P

Olivia B

Grace W

Charlie S

Jack S

Dalal A

Alfie F

Herbie W

Tom H

Isobel C

Aryan A

Year 10
Ryan B

Adam J

Sarah W

Alasdair W

Evie B

Archie B

Emily F

Annie S

Georgie E

George D

Maya W

Charley L

Sophie F

Jake L

Mia B

Gracie L

Siobhan T

Claudia H

Ruby F

Megan W

Jessica C

Chloe J

Luke B

Maximus T

Jake B

Tyler H

Ellie T

Sabeena P

Michael R

Kade B

Amy L

Mason M

Camesha H

Aaliyah K

Jamie G

Isaac M

Summer
LM

Sam P

Izzabel T

Monique H

Olivia C

Molly O

Betsy W

Kieron A

Akshay S

Caleb R

Jessica O

Max C

Emma K

Ruby S

Joseph B

Harry S

Zak H

Jacob P

Anna H

Nathan W

Kaan T

Harvey B

Paisley B

Toby D

Charlotte H Katie-Leigh
S

Gabriel B

Sails and Oars is a monthly publication by Stockport School. For information or contributions, please contact
sailsandoars@stockport.stockport.sch.uk

